
AN INVERSION FORMULA FOR A KERNEL INVOLVING
A MELLIN-BARNES TYPE INTEGRAL1

R. K. SAXENA

1. Introduction. Fox [5] has shown that with the help of fractional

integration it is possible to establish the reciprocities which resemble,

k(ux)f(u)du,
o

/>   CO

k(ux)g(u)du,
o

usually known as the Generalized Fourier Integral transform,

closely although the functional equation satisfied by the kernel is

much more general than

(3) K(s)K(\ - s) = 1,

where K(s) denotes the Mellin transform of the kernel k(x). The main

aim of the present paper is to find an inversion formula for an inte-

gral transform whose kernel Rp,q(x) has a Mellin-Barnes type integral

representation. On account of the general character of the kernel

various integral transforms possessing Whittaker functions, Bessel

functions, Meijer's G-functions etc. as kernels can be derived as par-

ticular cases. It has been shown by means of fractional integration

theory that this kernel can be reduced to an exponential function

and consequently the transform will reduce to Laplace transform

which can be solved by known methods.

2. An integral transform. Let

(4) Rp,q(%) — —: I    x(s)%~'ds, where
2iriJc

rir(^±i)nr(^)
,,. , , i-t     \   P   / i-i     \  nij   f
(5) xW =-;——-

lir(£i±i)
j=l       \   m,    /
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We now define an integral transform over the interval (0, ») by

the integral equation

/> CO

Rp,q(xu)h(u)du.
o

The following are the conditions of validity of (6).

(i) h(x) belongs to L2(0, »);

(ii) x>0;
(iii) p is a positive integer and q a nonnegative integer;

(iv) nij>0 for j=l, 2, • • • , q;

(v) all the poles of the integrand in (4) are simple and must lie on

the left of C;
(vi) the contour C is a straight line parallel to the imaginary axis

in the complex 5-plane given by s = l/2+it, t being real and — °° <t

(vii) ai^aj, ir^j, *=1, 2, • • ■ , p. Similar conditions hold for all

bj's and c/s,j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , q.
The function RVj„(x) will also be written as

/    I clt ■ ■ ■ ,cq \

\    I ax, • • • , ap, bx, • ■ ■ , bj

wherever necessary for definiteness.

3. The Mellin transform. The Mellin transform of h(z) will be

denoted by m{h(z)\. If W{h(z)} =H(s) we shall also write h(z)

= SOt-1} H(s)}, where SDJ-1 indicates the inverse Mellin transform.

Formally we have

/I  00

u°-ih(u)du,
0

1        /» o-H-iw

(8) h(u) = M-x[E(s)\ = —: I H(s)x-ds.
2wi J a-ix

We shall make use here of L2-space theory in which simplest condi-

tions are given. If

*(•) EL2(0, =o)

and the l.i.m. is with index 2, then

h(z)z-1dz
X/N
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and also

(10) H(s) G £2(1/2 - ioo, 1/2 + ioo).

If

H(s) G L2 (1/2 - »oo, 1/2 + too)

then

I /• 1/2+iy

(11) h(z) = m-1{E(s)} =—:l.i.m   I H(s)z~'ds
2iri jy->» «/1/2—iw

and also ft^G^O, <x>) [9, Theorem 71, p. 94].

The following result will be found useful in our investigations given

recently by Fox [4, p. 458].

Lemma. // (i) x>0 (ii) h(z) and g(z) both belong to L2(0, °o) (iii)

m{h(z)} =H(s), m{g(z)} =G(s) and G(s) is bounded on the line

s—\/2-\-it, — =c <t< 00, then

/l  CO g(xz)h(z)dz G L2(0, «>)
0

and

(13) Wll f    g(xz)h(z)dz\  = G(s)H(\ - s),

where the integrals of (12) and (13) are regarded as functions of x.

4. Lemma I. // (i) x>0 (ii) a,-^0, j=l, 2, - - - , p (iii) 6,^0,

j—1,2, ■ ■ ■ , q (iv) h(x)E.L2(0, <x>) then

/> 00

Rp,Q(xu)h(u)du G L2(0, 00)
0

and

(15) ^ { f   ^(^(Mjdwj = x(s)H(l - s)

where the left-hand side of (14) is regarded as a function of x.

Proof. In order to establish the above lemma, we must prove the

following results.

(a) Rp,q(z) belongs to L2(Q, <x>).

(b) M{Rp.q(z)} is bounded on the line 5 = l/2+it.
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From the asymptotic expansion of r(s+a) [12, p. 279]

log T(s + a) = (s + a - 1/2) log s - s+ 1/2 log 2x
(16)

+ As-1 + 0(s-2),

where 0 is the usual Landau order symbol and |args| <ir — 5, 5>0,

it is evident that along the line 5 = 1/24-^, — °° </<<» for large

positive and negative t,

(16') \x(s)\ = \t" exp (-H <|)[1 + 0(| t\-%

where X is a constant and

M = 1/2 + \/P £ aj -p/2-£, (bj - Cj)/mj.
y=i y-i

If Oy^O, j = l, 2, • • • , p; bj^O, j=l, 2, • • ■ , q the singularity of
the s-function on the right of (5) occurs only when 5 is real and 5^0.

Hence from (16') it follows that%(s) is bounded on the line s = \/2-\-it

for all values of t and it also belongs to L2(l/2—i<x>, l/2-H=°). From

(11) it is now evident that Rp,q(z) belongs to L2(0, <*>) and conse-

quently

(i7) aw{ **.«(*)} = x(*).

We are now justified in taking g(z) =RPt<t(z) in the lemma of the

preceding section and then after changing the variable of integration

from 2 to m, (12) and (13) give rise to (14) and (15) respectively.

5. Fractional integration. Several definitions of fractional integra-

tion have been given by many workers including Erdelyi [2], Kober

[6] and Weyl [ll]. Erdelyi's definitions of fractional integration are

slight variance of Kober's operators [6, p. 193].

Erdelyi [2] has given the following definitions of fractional integra-

tions

m ("*
(18) ®(a, 13: m)h(x) =-xB I     u-B-ma+m~1(um — xmY~xh(u)du

T(a)     Jx

and

m Cx
(19) S(a,(3:m)h(x) =-x-p-ma+m-i I     (xm — um)a-xu»h(u)du.

T(a) J o

The sufficient conditions of validity of (18) and (19) are

(20) a > 0, /3 > - 1/2, m > 0 and h(x) £ L2(0, w).
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If these conditions are satisfied, then

(21) &(a, @:m)h(x) and S(a, P:m)h(x) both belong to L2(0, «>).

The following results [2, p. 222] are useful in our investigations.

(22) W{St(a,0:m)h(x)}  =-Wl\h(x)},
„ /      ,   /8 + A
r(* +-)

\ m   /

. .       r[(/3 +1 - j)/w]      .     .
(23) m{<$(a,fl:m)h(x)} =—f- "   J    SM *(»)},

/ /3 + 1 - A
VU + -)

\ m       /

provided that the conditions (20) hold.

Lemma II. If (i) x>0 (ii) h(x)EL2(0, ») (iii) a^O (iv) c>> -1/2
for j = l, 2, • • • , 5 /ftew

/• co
i?j,,g(xw)A(M)^M

0

(24)
r°°r,  i7     ci>" ' .C«-L C«+« \,, w

=   I    Ap,a I i« \h(u)du
J o \      fli, • • • , «j>, &i, • • • , bj

where the integrals are considered as functions of x.

Proof. From Lemma I, the first integral of (24) belongs to 1.2(0, °°)

and so we can apply the operator $ to it by (21). It is also evident

that the left-hand side of (24) belongs to L2(0, oo) and therefore the

operator M can be applied to it, by (9). Hence from (15) and (22)

we obtain

Wl <®(a/mq, cq: mq) I    Rp,q(xu)h(u)du>

r (<_!+!)
\  m„  f

(25) = « x(s)H(l - s)
^/a + s + cq\

\      mq      )

(26) = m i f "rp.q (xu I   CU *    ' ' C"-1' Ca + a  ) h(u)du\ .
Wo \     Ifli, • • • , ap, bi, ■ ■ ■ , bj I
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From (14) and (21) the functions in (26) operated upon by 93c both

belong to L2(0, »). Hence from (10) each side of (26) belongs to

Z2(l/2— -joo, 1/2-H'co) and so from (11) the operator 9J2-1 can be

applied to (26). This application finally establishes (24) and com-

pletes the proof of Lemma II.

6. Inversion formula.

Theorem I. If (i)  bj-Cj^O, j=l,  2, • • • , q  (ii) c,-> —1/2, j
= 1,2, ■ • • ,2(iii)x>0 (iv)ak+k-1^0fork = l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,p(v)h(x)is

a solution of

/« CO

Rp,q(xu)h(u)du = <t>(x),
o

which belongs to L2(0, °o) then

(  p      (ak + k - 1 \
h(x) = /»-1'2(2x)1/2-^2£-M II « (-, k-l:p\

(28)

xf[s(—- cj-.m^J-)}
y_l        \     Wy /      \p /)

where £_1 denotes the inverse Laplace transform.

Proof. From condition (v) and (14) it is observed that both sides

of (27) belong to 1,2(0, «>). The operator

(bq — cq \
-> cq: mq)

mq /

can therefore be applied by virtue of (20) and (21). Hence from (24)

it follows that

I    Rp,q-x\xu\ \h(u)du
(29)    J0 \    Ui, • • • , ap, bx, • ■ ■ , £>3-i/

= ®{(bq — cq)/mq, cq: mq)<p(x).

The above integral equation may be regarded as a reduction form-

ula for the integral in (27). Applying the operator $ successively to

(29) with bq replaced by bq-x, bq-2, ■ ■ • , bi;cq replaced by cg_i,

c,_2, • • ■ , cx\ mq replaced by mq-x, mq^2, • • ■ , m\ and then bq re-

placed by ap, ap-i, ■ ■ ■ , oi; cq replaced by p — 1, p — 2, ■ ■ ■ , 1, 0

with mq = p and applying the Legendre's multiplication formula for

the Gamma functions [3, p. 6] we find that
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/■   00

e-pzuh(u)du

0

which is equivalent to (28).

Corollary 1. When q = 0, (28) reduces to a result given quite recently

by Fox [4, p. 466].

Corollary 2. For p = nij (j= 1, 2, • • • , p) = 1, i?p,g(x) reduces to a

Meijer's G-function [3, p. 207] and the theorem yields the following

interesting result:

If (i) bj-Cj^O,j=l, 2, • • • , q (ii) Ci>-1/2 for j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,q
(iii) x>0 (iv) ai^O and (v) A(x) « a solution of the integral equation

(30) f   G9+1'°(xm|    Cl' ' ' ' ' Cq  \h(u)du = 4>(x)
J 0     g,g+l \     I ai, bi, ■ ■ ■ , bj

which belongs to L2(0, co) then

(31) h(x) = £-» |fl(oi, 0: 1) n «(*y - «/• <*: 1)*(*)| .

The integral equation (30) have been studied by Bhise [l].

It is interesting to note that the inversion formulae for Meijer

and Varma transforms [7] and [10] can be easily deduced from

Corollary 2 by giving suitable values to its parameters. The inversion

formula for the Varma transform has been given by the author in an

earlier paper [8].

7. A generalization of the kernel Rp,q(x). In this section we con-

sider briefly the inversion formula for the integral transform defined

by the integral equation

/»  CO

RP,q,r(xu)h(u)du = <b(x),
0

which is more general than (6) and

(33) RPtQ<T(x) = —; I   £(s)x~'ds,
2iri J c'

where
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nr(?i±i)nr(^)nr(i±^i)
,,., „, , J=l        \     P     / y=l        \    mj    / y_j        \ «y /
(34)     f (s) = ->

y=l       \    m,j    / y_i       \ My /

Wy>0 for j = 1, 2, • • • , r and the contour C is a straight line parallel

to the imaginary axis in the s-plane given by s — \/2-\-it, — cc <i< cc

and all the poles of T((a,j+s/p) for j = 1, 2, • • • , p and r((6y+s)/my)

for j = l, 2, • • • , q must lie to the left of C while those of T((l-\-dj

—s)/n,) for j = l, 2, • • • , r to the right of it. The other restrictions

on the parameters are same as in §2.

Theorem II. If (i) &y-cy^0, j=\, 2, • • • , q (ii) cy>-l/2 for
j=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , q (iii) dj—e^O for j=l, 2, ■ ■ • , r (iv) e3> -1/2 for

j=l, 2, • • • , r (v) x>0 (vi) a* + ^-1^0/or k = l, 2, ■ • • , p (vii)

h(x) is a solution of

RP,q.r(xu)h(u)du = <j>(x)
0

which belongs to L2(0, 00) then

(  p      (ak + k - 1 \
*(*) = p-1'2(2Tr)1l2-pl2£-1 < II^(-' k-l:p]

(36)

X IT « (^^^ . cy: wy J fi 3 (-^-^ . e;: w,) <b(x/p)\ .
y_i       \     Wy / J-l       \      «l / '

The proof of the above theorem can be developed on similar lines

as in the preceding section by employing the operator X also and us-

ing a lemma corresponding to Lemma II for the operator S which can

be established in the same way by means of (15) and (23).

The author is extremely grateful to Professor Charles Fox for giv-

ing some helpful suggestions in the preparation of this paper.
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